At Pearson, we're committed to helping you prepare students to become floor-ready nurses.

MyLab Nursing now includes NexGen NCLEX style questions to use in your class.

These newly added cases reflect the structure, question types and scoring of the next generation NCLEX questions,

giving students sufficient practice prior to their licensure exam.

Students now have access to unfolding case information on the screen and associated questions that support development of clinical judgment.

MyLab Nursing also provides instant rationale feedback,

giving students a deeper understanding of the concept at hand.

Updated case information appears throughout as students input their answers and the case progresses.

New next gen question types include cloze, drag and drop,
highlighting, enhanced hot spot, multiple response and more.

In this example, students identified the data that is most concerning to the nurse by highlighting the relevant content.

Drag and drop requires students to identify priority assessment findings that require immediate follow up. Cloze style questions.

Ask students to select the best option from a dropdown.

Multiple response questions ask students to select all answers that apply.

Matrix questions allow one or more answer options to be selected in a row or column.

There are also new standalone questions, such as Bow Tie, where students drag answers from the options provided to complete a diagram.

Upon completion of a case, detailed reporting is added and made available via the grade book.
With next generation NCLEX questions included in MyLab Nursing,
faculty have the tools to help prepare students for the NCLEX exam wherever they are.
See how our combination of trusted author content and a robust digital platform can help you teach clinical reasoning skills in your course.